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About the Guide
This Guide is designed to provide information for you if you are 
experiencing difficulty in meeting your housing needs and need to access 
social housing support. To help you understand some of the key legal 
terms contained in the guide, there is a glossary at the back.

About the Authors
Community Law & Mediation (CLM) was established in 1975 as the first, 
independent, community-based law centre in Ireland. CLM works to 
empower individuals experiencing disadvantage by providing free legal, 
mediation and information services. At a national level, we seek to have 
a wider impact through our campaigns for law reform and by acting as a 
resource for other advocacy organisations. CLM has a number of services 
including two Community Law Centres: CLM Northside based in Coolock, 
Dublin and CLM Limerick. We also provide a free mediation service, 
community education and ‘Casebase’, a social welfare decision database.
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These guides were funded by the Citizens Information Board (CIB) under 
a social policy grants scheme. CIB is the national body which supports 
the provision of information, advice and advocacy on a broad range of 
public and social services. CLM is also grateful for the input and assistance 
of Alan Brady B.L., Paul Joyce (Free Legal Advice Centres) and Rebecca 
Keatinge (Mercy Law Resource Centre). 

Legal Assistance
If you require legal assistance in relation to your housing situation, you 
may be entitled to legal aid through your local Legal Aid Board law 
centre. Your application will be subject to a financial means test and an 
assessment of the legal merit of your case. Many of the law centres have 
quite lengthy waiting lists, so you should apply without delay. If your 
application is refused, you have a right of appeal. More information is 
available at www.legalaidboard.ie.

If you are in serious mortgage arrears on your home, if you are unable 
to pay your debts, and if your mortgage lender has begun to take legal 
action, you may be able to access the Abhaile scheme for borrowers 
in home mortgage arrears. This scheme provides a range of services 
to help you to deal with your situation, including financial advice, legal 
advice and insolvency advice.  More information is available at www.
keepingyourhome.ie 

At the back of this Guide, you will also find contact numbers and website 
addresses of organisations, which might be able to assist you further.

Disclaimer
The information in this document is not intended to provide, and does 
not constitute, legal or any other advice on any particular matter, and 
is provided for general information purposes only. The authors give no 
guarantees or warranties concerning the accuracy, completeness or up-to-
date nature of the information provided in this guide and do not accept 
any liability arising from any errors or omissions. Please note that there are 
links provided to external sites over which the authors have no control and 
for which they accept no responsibility.
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INTRODUCTION

This Guide is designed to provide information for you if you are 
experiencing difficulty in meeting your housing needs and need to access 
social housing support.

WHAT IS SOCIAL HOUSING SUPPORT?

You no longer specifically apply for a ‘Council House’, instead you apply 
for Social Housing Support.1

Social Housing Support is provided to people who cannot afford housing 
from their own resources. 

It takes the form of a number of different types of support including:
1. A tenancy in a Local Authority dwelling;
2. A tenancy in an ‘Approved Housing Body’ property;
3. Private Rented Accommodation support through a Housing 

Assistance Payment (HAP). 
 Rent supplement is not considered a form of social housing support 

and since the introduction of HAP, access to rent supplement is 
restricted to those who have a short-term housing need only;

4. A tenancy in a property the Local Authority is managing or 
has leased from a private property owner through a Rental 
Accommodation Availability Agreement (‘RAAA’) or the Rental 
Accommodation Scheme (‘RAS’). These tenancies are becoming 
less common however, as it is intended that they will be gradually 
replaced by the HAP scheme. 

Social Housing Support also includes specialist housing such as housing 
for older people and for people with disabilities. While not considered 
social housing support, you can also apply for Emergency Accommodation 
to meet your short-term housing need.

HOW TO APPLY FOR SOCIAL HOUSING SUPPORT?

To access social housing support, you must first fill out a Social Housing 
Support Application Form.  You can find the application form on your local 
authority’s website or by contacting them and asking them to post it to 
you directly.  

You can only apply to one local authority and it must be the local 
authority situated in the area in which you wish to live. It must also 
be the area where you normally reside or have a local connection to.  
Alternatively, a local authority can exercise its discretion and accept your 
application even if you do not normally reside or have a local connection 
to the area in question, e.g. in cases of domestic violence.2  

You will have a local connection to an area if you, or a household member:3

•	 lived	in	the	area	at	any	time	for	a	continuous	period	of	five	years,	
•	work	in	the	area	(or	within	a	15	kilometre	radius),	
•	are	in	full	time	education	in	the	area,
•	have	an	‘enduring	physical,	sensory,	mental	health	or	intellectual	

impairment’ and are attending a medical service in the area in 
relation to that impairment, or

•	have	a	relative	who	has	been	living	in	the	area	for	at	least	2	years.	
 

The rules relating to specifying areas of choice vary from local authority to 
local authority. You should ask for a copy of the local authority’s ‘Scheme 
of Letting Priorities’ (also available online) to find out what their rules are.  
After twelve months, you can change your areas of choice.4

If you are in mortgage arrears, you do not need to wait until a court has 
made an order for possession or you have voluntarily sold or surrendered 
your home.  The law provides that you can be assessed for social housing 

2 Regulation 5C, Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
3  Regulation 6, Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
4  Regulation 9, Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.1 Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009, s19.
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support by your local authority following a decision by your lender that 
your mortgage has been declared unsustainable under the Code of 
Conduct on Mortgage Arrears,5 even where legal proceedings have not 
yet commenced.6  However, if you have been deemed as not cooperating 
under the Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears, you cannot be assessed 
for social housing support until a possession order is made by the Court. 

You should therefore apply to be assessed for social housing without 
delay as soon as your lender declares in writing that your mortgage is 
unsustainable. If you are considering voluntary sale or surrender, it is 
very important that you obtain written confirmation that the mortgage is 
unsustainable before you proceed any further.

The application form is a standard assessment form and the Local 
Authority can request additional information. The standard form contains 
a range of questions, some of which include questions around squatting, 
past evictions, antisocial behaviour orders and public order offences.   
If you are unsure about how to answer such questions or if your 
application for social housing support has been negatively affected as a 
result of your answers to these questions, you should seek legal advice. 
See ‘‘Obstacles’’ set out below.  

The process for applying for Social Housing Support is set out in law7 and 
the local authority must process your application within 12 weeks8.  A local 
authority cannot impose an eligibility requirement unless there is a clear 
statutory basis for that requirement.9 If a local authority is refusing your 
application, it must set out the reasons for this.10 See ‘‘Obstacles’ set out 
below if your application is refused.

IS THE PROCESS DIFFERENT IF YOU ARE HOMELESS?

You are regarded as homeless11 if:
•	There	is	no	accommodation	available	which,	in	the	opinion	of	the	

local authority, you could reasonably occupy and you are unable to 
provide accommodation from your own resources, or

•	 If	you	live	in	a	hospital,	county	home,	night	shelter	or	similar	
institution because you have no other accommodation and you are 
unable to provide accommodation from your own resources.

If you are homeless and wish to access Emergency Homeless 
Accommodation, you should present at the Local Authority and make a 
request for Emergency Accommodation.  If you are in Dublin, you can go 
to the Local Authority Assessment and Placement Service, run by Dublin 
City Council.  Alternatively, you can go to the offices of the local authority 
in whose area you became homeless, as, while there is no local connection 
requirement in order to access Emergency Homeless Accommodation in a 
particular local authority area, there is a local connection requirement for 
an application for social housing support.  This is an important application 
to make to ensure an exit route from homeless accommodation.

The process for accessing Emergency Homeless Accommodation is 
different depending on which local authority you approach.  In Dublin, 
once you are accepted as homeless, if you are an individual, you will either 
be given access to the Freephone Service which meets your Emergency 
Accommodation needs on a night-to-night basis, or you will be given a 
rolling booking in a homeless hostel, for a period of six months or so. If 
you are a family and are accepted as homeless, the local authority will 
either arrange a placement in a hotel, B&B or family hub or will offer you 
self-accommodation options, under which you must source your own 
hotel or B&B emergency accommodation, which the local authority then 
pays for.  

11  Housing Act 1988, s2. 

5  Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears 2013 https://www.centralbank.ie/docs/default-source/
Regulation/consumer-protection/other-codes-of-conduct/24-gns-4-2-7-2013-ccma.pdf?sfvrsn=4 

6  SI 321/2011 Social Housing Assessment Amendment No.2 Regulations 2011, Regulation 3 (g) (ii).
7  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009; and the Social Housing Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
8  Regulation 12, Social Housing Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.  

This can be extended to a further 14-week period.  
9  Hogan J in Kinsella v Dun Laoghaire/Rathdown County Council [2012] IEHC 344.
10  Regulation 15, Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
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In circumstances where the local authority is providing Emergency 
Accommodation to you, you will ordinarily be advised to complete a social 
housing application form in order to go on the housing list and be eligible 
for social housing support to meet your long-term housing need. If you are 
recognised as homeless by the local authority, you may be given priority 
with respect to your position on the housing list on the basis of your 
homelessness if that is provided for in their Scheme of Letting Priorities. 

For further information, please see CLM’s Homelessness leaflet12.

HOW DOES THE LOCAL AUTHORITY ASSESS YOUR 
APPLICATION FOR SOCIAL HOUSING SUPPORT?

The local authority firstly looks at whether you are eligible for social 
housing support.  If you are, it then decides whether you have a housing 
need.13

ELIGIBILITY
When considering whether you are eligible for social housing support, the 
local authority looks at a number of factors such as:

(i) Residency Status.
 The local authority will consider whether you have a right to reside 

in Ireland. There is no specific legislative basis for enforcing this 
requirement and advice has been provided to local authorities by 
way of a circular from the Department of Housing, Planning and 
Local Government.14 Please see the section on ‘Obstacles’ below for 
further information.  

(ii) Income.  
 You must satisfy income criteria. There are different maximum 

income limits depending on where you live and the number of 
people in your household. The Department of Housing, Planning and 
Local Government have published detailed guidelines, on is website, 
on how household income is to be assessed and what the income 
limits are. These limits are based on net income i.e. after you deduct 
income tax, Universal Social Charge, pension-related deductions and 
PRSI. In addition, not all of your income will be taken into account 
e.g. child benefit, carers allowance etc.

(iii) Rent. 
 Local authorities can deem you ineligible for social housing support 

if you or anyone in your household was previously a local authority 
tenant and had rent arrears for at least 12 weeks within the three 
years immediately before your application (or if you have been 
evicted from the property or damaged the property without paying 
the repair costs).15 If you put in place a payment plan in relation to 
the arrears, your application should proceed, although you may not 
be considered for all types of social housing support and/or the local 
authority may require that there be a pattern of repaying arrears 
before proceeding with the application.16 Very importantly, ‘the 
failure of a household or household member to substantially comply 
with the terms of rescheduling arrangements shall be disregarded in 
any case where the housing authority or approved body is satisfied 
that the failure was due to circumstances outside the control of the 
household or household member’.17

12 You will find this on CLM’s website www.communitylawandmediation.ie in the Resources 
section under Publications or at http://www.communitylawandmediation.ie/_fileupload/
Homeless%20Guide/CLM%20Homelessness%20Guide.pdf

13  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009, s20.
14   Housing Circular 41/2012 (http://www.environ.ie/en/Publications/DevelopmentandHousing/ 

  Housing/FileDownLoad,29412,en.pdf) 

15  Regulation 25, Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
16  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009, s20(5) and SI 84/2011 and SI 321/2011.
17   Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, s49 (2) (f).
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(iv) Location.  
 Location is important for different reasons during the entire 

assessment process. You only apply to one housing authority at a 
time and the regulations provide that you must only apply to a local 
authority where you reside or have a local connection.18 See ‘How do 
I apply for Social Housing Support’ and ‘Obstacles’.

(v) Availability of Alternative Accommodation. 
 You must show that you do not have suitable alternative 

accommodation. If you or a member of your household has property 
that you could reasonably be expected to live in (or sell and the 
proceeds used to pay for accommodation), including rented 
property and property abroad, it will be considered to be suitable 
alternative accommodation.19

Accommodation will not be regarded as suitable alternative 
accommodation if it:

•	 Is	occupied	by	somebody	you	are	divorced	or	separated	from	where	
there is a court order or separation agreement. If you do not have 
a court order or separation agreement, you can apply for limited 
forms of social housing support e.g. HAP, Rental Accommodation 
Availability Agreements, where the local authority is ‘unable to 
establish for the time being whether alternative accommodation is 
available to a household that would meet the household’s housing 
need’.20 See ‘Obstacles’.

•	Would	be	overcrowded	if	you	moved	in;
•	 Is	unfit	for	human	habitation;	or	
•	Would	not	reasonably	meet	the	accommodation	requirements	of	a	

family member with a disability.

NEED

Once you pass the eligibility test, the local authority will consider your 
need for social housing support, by looking at the following questions:

•	 Is	your	current	accommodation:
•	An	institution,	Emergency	Accommodation	or	a	hostel?	
•	Overcrowded?	
•	Fit	for	human	habitation?	
•	Meeting	the	accommodation	requirements	of	a	household	

member with a disability? 
•	Shared	with	another	household,	have	you	a	reasonable	

requirement for separate accommodation? 
•	Unsuitable	for	the	household’s	adequate	housing	in	any	

other material respect, having regard to particular household 
circumstances or on exceptional medical or compassionate 
grounds? 

•	Has	your	household’s	current	mortgage	been	classified	as	
unsustainable under the Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears?

•	Should	priority	on	exceptional	medical	or	social	grounds	be	
afforded? 

•	Are	there	other	relevant	factors	which	the	local	authority	should	
consider when deciding on housing need?

Following this, where it is determined that you are both eligible for, and in 
need of social housing, then you are deemed to ‘qualify’ for social housing 
support. At this point, you are placed on the waiting list, now known as 
the ‘record of qualified households’ for suitable accommodation that 
meets your needs.  

Each housing authority draws up its own rules for deciding order of 
priority on the waiting list. These are called ‘Schemes of Letting Priorities’. 
Each Local Authority has their own Allocation Scheme/Scheme of 
Letting Priorities21 which must be available on their website or by request.  
Some operate on a points system where applicants get a number of 

18  Regulations 5 & 6, Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI 84/2011.
19  Regulation 22, Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
20 The Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, s49 (2) (e). 21  The Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) 2009, s22.
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points depending on their circumstances. Priority, other than medical or 
exceptional social grounds priority, is generally given to families or older 
people.

You should obtain a copy of your local authority’s scheme of letting 
priorities and contact them if you have any questions on it. It is important 
to remember that while a local authority should abide by its own scheme 
of letting priorities, such schemes are not law, strictly speaking, and can 
be challenged.  

PRIORITY
Depending on your circumstances, you can also apply for housing on a 
priority basis because of:

1. exceptional medical circumstances;
2. exceptional social grounds; or
3. homelessness (in certain local authorities)

Priority for medical circumstances may be given only if it relates to your 
housing conditions and written medical information must be provided by 
a consultant or an occupational therapist. A decision will be made by the 
Chief Medical Officer and this can be appealed. Other evidence from social 
workers or public representatives can also be included but will only be 
considered as supporting evidence. 

In order to apply for exceptional social grounds priority, you must write a 
letter to your local authority explaining the nature of your living conditions 
and how they can only be improved by a change in accommodation. 
In order to qualify, the circumstances must be exceptional (i.e. not 
experienced by anybody else in the area/street/block), the circumstances 
must not already be covered by a scheme of letting properties and you 
should show that your difficulties can only be resolved by a change in 
accommodation. Supporting evidence from other people such as social 
workers, Garda or public representatives can also be included.

If you are accessing homeless Emergency Accommodation and your 
application for social housing support has been accepted, the local 

authority may grant you homeless priority, therefore ensuring that you do 
not spend prolonged periods in Emergency Homeless Accommodation.  
In 2018, Dublin City Council voted to remove the homeless priority ground 
in its Allocations Scheme although other local authorities continue to 
prioritise homelessness. 

WHAT OBSTACLES MIGHT YOU FACE IN APPLYING 
FOR SOCIAL HOUSING SUPPORT AND HOW DO 
YOU OVERCOME THEM?

The process for applying for Social Housing Support is set out in law22 and 
a local authority cannot impose any additional eligibility requirements 
unless there is a clear statutory basis for doing so.23  

If your application for social housing support is refused, it is important 
to question the local authority in relation to the statutory basis for the 
refusal. The local authority is obliged to specify the reason for its refusal.24 
You can make a request under section 10 of the Freedom of Information 
Act 2014, which requires public bodies to give reasons for decisions. Local 
authorities also have a duty to act in a ‘rational and reasonable manner’25 
and must also carry out their functions in a manner which is compatible 
with the European Convention of Human Rights.26

COMMON OBSTACLES

ELIGIBILITY
LOCAL CONNECTION
If you are a non-Irish national or a member of the Traveller Community, the 

22  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009 and Social Housing Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
23  Hogan J in Kinsella v Dun Laoghaire/Rathdown County Council [2012] IEHC 344.
24  Regulation 15 Social Housing Assessment Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
25  County Meath VEC v Joyce [1994] 2 ILRM 210.
26  European Convention of Human Rights Act 2003, s3.
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‘local connection’ requirement might be difficult to satisfy. 
If the ‘local connection’ requirement cannot be satisfied, it may be 
appropriate to request the local authority to exercise its discretion27 in 
considering an application for social housing support. As much evidence 
as possible should be provided showing a connection to the administrative 
area of that local authority, including for example, letters from friends, 
evidence of any part-time attendance at college. In certain situations, local 
authorities may waive the ‘local connection’ requirement such as in cases 
of domestic violence.28  

If the local authority refuse to exercise discretion and strictly apply the 
local connection test, there is a possibility that this amounts to indirect 
discrimination under the Equal Status Acts. It may be open to you to 
challenge the decision of the local authority by way of Judicial Review 
or by taking a case to the Workplace Relations Commission (WRC). You 
should immediately seek legal advice.

NON-IRISH NATIONALS 
The local authority will consider whether you have a right to reside 
in Ireland. It is worth noting that there is no specific legislative basis 
for enforcing this requirement and advice has been provided to local 
authorities by way of a Circular from the Department of Housing, Planning 
and Local Government.29 This circular has been drafted with reference to 
European Communities (Free Movement of Persons) Regulations 2015.30 

There is one brief reference in the Social Housing Assessment Regulations 
2011 to the residency status of an applicant completing the application 
form, but only in an appendix. The legal issues involved are extremely 

technical and there are some concerns as to the interpretation of the 
Free Movement Regulations by local authorities. If you are refused an 
assessment because of your nationality or residency status, you should 
immediately seek legal advice.

SEPARATED COUPLES 
While accommodation will not be regarded as suitable alternative 
accommodation if it is occupied by somebody you are divorced or 
separated from, you might encounter difficulties if you do not have a 
formal divorce or separation agreement in place. Some local authorities 
will accept a statutory declaration sworn by you, in circumstances where 
you do not have a formal divorce or separation agreement in place.

Even without a statutory declaration or formal separation agreement or 
divorce, you can still apply for limited forms of social housing support, 
e.g. HAP or Rental Availability Agreements,31 where the local authority is 
‘unable to establish for the time being whether alternative accommodation 
is available to a household that would meet the household’s housing 
need’.32

MORTGAGE ARREARS
If you are in mortgage arrears, you do not need to wait until a court 
has made a Court Order for Possession or you have voluntarily sold or 
surrendered your home.  The law provides that you can be assessed for 
social housing support by your local authority following a decision by your 
lender that your mortgage has been declared unsustainable, under the 
Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears,33 even where legal proceedings 
have not yet commenced.34 It is important that you receive this written 

27  Regulation 5c, Social Housing Regulations 2011, SI84/2011.
28 http://www.housing.gov.ie/sites/default/files/publications/files/guidance_for_housing_

authorities_in_relation_to_assisting_victims_of_domestic_violence.pdf
29  Housing Circular 41/2012 
     (http://www.environ.ie/en/Publications/DevelopmentandHousing/Housing/

FileDownLoad,29412,en.pdf) 
30  European Communities (Free Movement of Persons) Regulations 2015, SI 548/2015.

31 Rental Availability Agreements placed the Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS)  
on a statutory footing

32  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, s49 (2)(e).
33  Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears 2013 https://www.centralbank.ie/docs/default-

source/Regulation/consumer-protection/other-codes-of-conduct/24-gns-4-2-7-2013-ccma.
pdf?sfvrsn=4 

34  Regulation 3 (g) (ii) Social Housing Assessment Amendment No.2 2011, SI321/2011.
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confirmation from your lender before you consider voluntarily selling or 
surrendering your home. Otherwise, you might have difficulties accessing 
social housing support.

A difficulty arises if you have been deemed to be ‘not cooperating’, rather 
than having an unsustainable mortgage, under the Code of Conduct on 
Mortgage Arrears.  In such a situation, you would not be entitled to apply 
for social housing support, until there is a court order for possession.  

Even if you are deemed to be ‘not cooperating’, you can still apply 
for limited forms of social housing support, e.g. HAP or Rental 
Accommodation Availability Agreements,35 where the local authority ‘is 
unable to establish for the time being whether alternative accommodation 
is available to a household that would meet the household’s housing 
need’.36   

The alternative options available to you are to:
• Apply for a personal insolvency arrangement with a Personal 

Insolvency Practitioner who will try to address your housing need by 
keeping you in your home, 

• Await a court order for repossession; however, this increases the 
debt and increases your risk of homelessness.  

 

SEPARATED PARENTS 
If you are a separated parent who co-parents and who wants to have 
a housing allocation large enough to accommodate your children, it is 
recommended that you provide as much information as possible to the 
local authority in relation to the relationship and level of contact with 
your children. For example, in circumstances where you enjoy overnight 
access with your children, you should provide documentary evidence of 
this to the local authority, e.g. a Court Order or, if the overnight access is 

agreed between you and the other parent, the local authority normally has 
a template declaration for both parents to confirm the arrangements and 
this document should be requested.  

Alternatively, in the absence of either of these documents, you 
could prepare a declaration signed by both parents confirming the 
arrangements. You should then specifically seek a larger allocation and/or 
an elevated HAP rate on the basis of your circumstances. 
   
If you are not given a larger allocation, you should seek legal advice as 
this may be in breach of the family status ground of the Equal Status Acts 
and you may be able to make an application to the WRC or seek Judicial 
Review in the High Court.  

MEDICAL PRIORITY 
The process for medical priority varies from local authority to local 
authority.  If your application for medical priority has been refused, there 
may be issues around fair procedures that you can challenge and you 
should seek legal advice. These issues might include:

•	A	lack	of	assessment	criteria.	There	are	no	guidelines	from	local	
authorities or from the Department of the Housing, Planning and 
Local Government, nor have any been prescribed in law. 

•	A	lack	of	information	as	to	why	your	application	for	medical	priority	
has been refused.

•	Equal	Status	issues	(on	the	ground	of	disability)	as	certain	types	of	
disability or illness may qualify whereas others will not. 

35  Rental Availability Agreements placed the Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS)  
on a statutory footing

36  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, s49 (2)(e).
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WHAT HAPPENS IF MY APPLICATION FOR SOCIAL 
HOUSING SUPPORT IS ACCEPTED?

If your application for social housing support is accepted, you are placed 
on the waiting list, now known as the ‘record of qualified households’ for 
suitable accommodation that meets your needs.  

Each local authority draws up its own rules for deciding order of priority 
on the waiting list. These are called ‘Schemes of Letting Priorities’37 and 
each local authority has their own scheme of letting priorities  which 
should be available on their website or by request.  Some operate on a 
points system where applicants get a number of points depending on their 
circumstances. Priority, other than medical or exceptional social grounds 
priority, is generally given to families or older people.

Once you are on the record of qualified households, you are eligible 
for different types of social housing support depending on your own 
circumstances and the availability of the particular type of support.   

The types of social housing support available include:
1. A tenancy in a Local Authority dwelling;
2. A tenancy in an ‘Approved Housing Body’ property.
3. Private Rented Accommodation Support through a Housing 

Assistance Payment (HAP). Rent supplement is not considered a 
form of social housing support and since the introduction of HAP, 
access to rent supplement is restricted to those who have a short-
term housing need only.

4. A tenancy in a property the Local Authority is managing or 
has leased from a private property owner through a Rental 
Accommodation Availability Agreement (‘RAAA’) or the Rental 
Accommodation Scheme (‘RAS’).

Social Housing Support also includes specialist housing such as housing 
for older people, people with disabilities or people who are homeless. 

The most common form of social housing support available currently is 
through Private Rented Accommodation Support.

CHOICE BASED LETTING
Since 2017, ‘Choice-based Letting’ (CBL) has been rolled out in all local 
authorities and will be available to you if your application for social 
housing support has been accepted.  Its aim is to enable you to make 
decisions over where you live and in what type of property, e.g. Council, 
Approved Housing Body or Private Property.  

Under this scheme, the local authority will normally advertise the homes 
available to let to eligible housing applicants on their Choice Based Letting 
Website on a weekly basis. You will be given your username and PIN to 
access the website when you are approved to be included on the housing 
list. Some local authorities will also send you text alerts if you register 
your mobile phone number on their CBL system. You should check the 
website on a weekly basis and you can make an expression of interest 
in the properties on the website, within the time specified on the local 
authority’s website. You will normally only be considered for a dwelling 
under CBL if your household composition suits the dwelling, e.g. if you are 
approved for a three bed unit and bid on a four bed unit then you may not 
be considered.

Once you have made your expression of interest, the local authority will 
offer the home to the applicant in accordance with their scheme of letting 
priorities and normally to the applicant who is the highest on the record of 
qualified households of those who have expressed an interest.  Before you 
are offered the dwelling, you may be brought in for interview by the local 
authority who may also carry out Garda and estate management checks.  

37 The Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) 2009, s22.
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You should contact your local authority for further information and a 
demonstration of how CBL works.  You may be able to access internet 
facilities, if you do not have them, through your local authority or local 
library. 

TYPES OF SOCIAL HOUSING SUPPORT

1. A TENANCY IN A LOCAL AUTHORITY DWELLING
If a local authority tenancy becomes available in your area of choice, it 
may be offered to you depending on your place on the ‘record of qualified 
households’.

If a tenancy is offered, you may be asked to do an interview with the local 
authority. The local authority may ask if they can carry out a background 
check, which may include getting Garda reports and details of reports of 
anti-social behaviour.  

Depending on the type of accommodation offered, the home may or may 
not be furnished. If furniture or appliances are needed, the Department of 
Employment Affairs and Social Protection may provide help to buy them. 

If you are offered housing you do not want, it can be turned down.  If you 
are turning down the offer because it is not suitable for your household’s 
needs, this should be set out in writing. If the local authority thinks 
that there is not a good reason for refusing the offer of housing, it may 
result in you being put further down the waiting list, particularly if more 
than one offer has been refused. If you fail to accept an offer within a 
prescribed period, this will be deemed to be a refusal.  Refusing a number 
of offers can result in you being removed from the housing list for a 
defined period.38 You should consult your local authority’s scheme of 

letting priorities for more information on this including information on the 
circumstances in which an offer will be deemed “reasonable”.

There is a shortage of local authority properties, so your chances of being 
offered this type on accommodation, in the short to medium term future, 
are low.  In those circumstances, you can apply for different types of 
social housing support including applying for assistance with rent for a 
private property through a Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) or Rent 
Supplement.  

2. A TENANCY IN AN ‘APPROVED HOUSING BODY’ PROPERTY
Approved Housing Bodies (AHBs) (also called housing associations 
or voluntary housing associations) are independent, not-for-profit 
organisations. They provide affordable rented housing for people who 
cannot afford to pay private sector rents or buy their own homes; or for 
particular groups, such as older people or homeless people.

AHBs also include housing co-operatives, which are housing organisations 
controlled by their members/tenants who actively participate in setting 
their policies and making decisions.

There are approximately 520 AHBs in Ireland with a stock size of over 
30,000 units. AHBs provide housing in response to a range of different 
needs including families on low incomes and households with special 
needs, such as older persons, people with disabilities and homeless 
persons. AHBs work in partnership with local authorities who can provide 
them with financial assistance.39    

If you want to be considered for housing provided by an AHB, make sure 
you tick the box marked “voluntary/co-operative housing” in the ‘Housing 
Requirements’ section of the social housing support application form.
The housing department of your local authority will be able to tell you if 

38  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, s49(2)(f). 39  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1992, s6.
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there are AHBs active in your area. In most cases, the local authority will 
refer you to an AHB if an appropriate vacancy arises. A very small number 
of AHBs may accept direct applications.

The Register of Approved Housing Bodies provides the name and address 
of all bodies currently approved under section 6 of the Housing Act 1992.40 

The role of AHBs is to provide social housing to those who are eligible for 
social housing support and in general, their aim is to provide long-term 
security of tenure, similar to a local authority tenancy, however, you will 
not have a right to buy your home and rent is calculated differently.  

From 7 April 2016, the Residential Tenancies Act 2004 (as amended) 
applies to AHBs and the Residential Tenancies Board will hear disputes 
involving landlords and tenants of AHBs. This means that as landlords, 
AHBs can rely on certain provisions to terminate AHB tenancies, e.g. an 
AHB may serve a seven day notice of termination of a tenancy on the 
basis of anti-social behaviour.

3. PRIVATE RENTAL ACCOMMODATION SUPPORT
Private rental accommodation support involves you sourcing private 
rented accommodation yourself and applying for assistance with that 
rent through Housing Assistance Payment (HAP).  Further information is 
provided below on Rent Supplement which is not considered a form of 
social housing support and since the introduction of HAP, is restricted to 
those who have a short-term housing need only.

There is a significant problem with this type of social housing support.  
In certain parts of the country, you will find it difficult to access suitable 
private rented accommodation. This is due to a number of factors 

including a shortage of housing supply leading to a significant rise in 
rent levels. This situation can be more difficult if you are in receipt of rent 
supplement or HAP, in part due to the rental limits of both schemes.  This 
is despite the increase in rent supplement limits in July 2016.

Since 1 January 2016, under the Equal Status Acts 2000–2015, you cannot 
be discriminated against when renting because you are getting rent 
supplement, HAP or any other social welfare payment. This means that 
landlords can no longer state when advertising accommodation that rent 
supplement or HAP is not accepted and they cannot refuse to rent you 
accommodation because you are getting a social welfare payment.41  

There have been a number of decisions by the Workplace Relations 
Commission (WRC) in relation to the ‘housing assistance payment’ 
ground. The first decision was in March 2017 where an award of €1,500 
was made against an estate agency for refusing to show an apartment 
to rent to an individual on the basis that he was in receipt of rent 
supplement.42

There were three further decisions43 in August 2017 concerning the same 
landlord who had refused to facilitate his existing tenants’ access to HAP.  
The decisions clarified the position that protection against discrimination 
on the “housing assistance” ground extends to existing tenants as well as 
prospective tenants. Due to the financial hardship suffered, substantial 
awards were made in all three cases ranging from €13,365 to €14,977. In 
addition, the landlord was ordered to take steps to facilitate the tenants to 
engage in the HAP scheme and accept HAP payments from the relevant 
local authority. 

41  Equality (Miscellaneous Provisions) act 2015, s13.
42  WRC Case ADJ-00004073.
43 WRC Cases ADJ-00004100; ADJ-00004101; ADJ-00004705.

40  http://www.housing.gov.ie/housing/social-housing/voluntary-and-cooperative-housing/
register-housing-bodies-approved-status).  You can search for contact information here 
(https://www.icsh.ie/content/search-for-members 
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If you feel you have been discriminated against on this ground, you 
can take a claim under the Equality Acts to the Workplace Relations 
Commission. See Your Rights below and the CLM Guide on how to take an 
Equal Status case44  for further information.

HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENT (HAP)
Introduction
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) is a new form of social housing 
support introduced in 2014 and administered by the Department of 
Housing, Planning and Local Government.45 It allows local authorities to 
provide housing assistance for households with a long-term housing need 
including for those who have been receiving long-term rent supplement.  

Rent supplement will now only be available to meet short term housing 
needs. If you are currently on the local authority housing list and in receipt 
of rent supplement, you will be transferred to HAP on a phased basis. If 
you are renting under the Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS), you 
cannot transfer to HAP though you may be able to apply for a derogation 
from your local authority to allow you to do so.

One of the main benefits of HAP, compared to rent supplement, is that 
you can take up full-time employment and keep your housing support.  On 
taking up full time employment, the local authority will adjust your rent in 
line with the Differential Rent Scheme.

The HAP tenancy will be covered by the Residential Tenancies Act 2004.  
Although the local authority administers the HAP scheme, you are not 
a local authority tenant. This means it is up to you to source a property 
within the HAP limits and the rental agreement will be between you and 
the private landlord.  

Rent/Deposit
Under the HAP scheme, local authorities pay rent to landlords directly and 
you pay a weekly HAP rent contribution to the local authority, based on 
your income and ability to pay, which means that you should notify the 
local authority if there is any change to your income. To obtain further 
information on how your rental contribution is assessed, you should 
request a copy of the Differential Rent Scheme in your local authority.  

HAP payments will start from when the local authority receive a complete 
and valid application from you and your landlord, not from the date you 
move into the property, if that is earlier. A HAP payment will be suspended 
or stopped if you or a member of your household engage in antisocial 
behaviour or if you fail to make your weekly rent contribution to the local 
authority. 

It should be noted that under HAP, the local authority will not, as a 
general rule, pay a deposit to your landlord. However, in January 2018, 
the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government introduced 
the HAP Place Finder Service on a nationwide basis in order to provide 
a more targeted support for homeless households who are finding it 
difficult to secure HAP tenancies. This Service provides local authorities 
with the option to pay deposits and advanced rental payments for any 
household in Emergency Homeless Accommodation in order to secure 
accommodation via the HAP scheme. Local authorities may, depending on 
local demand, offer households in Emergency Accommodation the option 
to source accommodation themselves or may provide them with the 
assistance of local place finder arrangements. 

Local authorities also have a discretion to exceed the prescribed rent 
limits by up to 20% under the Place Finder Service. Individuals who avail 
of the general HAP scheme may be able to avail of deposits from the 
Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection, if required.44  You will find this on CLM’s website www.communitylawandmediation.ie in the Resources 

section under Publications or at http://www.communitylawandmediation.ie/_fileupload/
Policy%20Work/CLM%20Equal%20Status%20Manual%20-%20Digital%20Copy.pdf 

45  This is provided for under Part 4 of the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014. 
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The HAP rent limits are based on your household’s size and the area you 
live in and are generally based on the limits for rent supplement. Unlike 
rent supplement, which provides for a general discretion to increase the 
rent supplement limits,46 there is no such discretion in relation to HAP 
though the Minister can amend the limits by way of regulation.47 One such 
regulation provides that you can apply for an enhanced HAP payment 
up to an additional 20% where ‘justified and required’.  You must apply 
for such an increase and it will not automatically be given. The local 
authority will consider matters such as the relevant average rent within 
the local market.48 If you are homeless in one of the four Dublin based local 
authorities, this enhanced payment can be up to 50%, where ‘justified and 
required’.49

Qualifying criteria
The property must meet minimum standards for rented housing,50 e.g. 
relating to the structural condition of the property, sanitary, heating and 
cooking facilities, ventilation, light and safety and the property can be 
inspected within the first 8 months of payment. The landlord must also 
have a current tax clearance certificate (to be provided within 5 months). 

In order to qualify for HAP, you must be assessed by your local authority 
as eligible for and in need of social housing support.  To apply for HAP, 
you will need to apply for social housing support in the usual way. Once 
your application for social housing support has been accepted or if 
you are already on the housing list, you can ask the local authority for 
a HAP application.  This form only needs to be filled in when you have 
found suitable accommodation, or if you are already in private rented 
accommodation and eligible to transfer to HAP.  The landlord will need 
to complete and sign part of the HAP application form. Once your 

application is approved, you will be asked to sign a Rent Contribution 
Agreement with your local authority and you may be asked to provide a 
copy of your tenancy agreement. 

In certain circumstances, when you apply for social housing support you 
might be deemed to only qualify for limited forms of support such as 
HAP and Rental Availability Accommodation Agreements, e.g. where 
the local authority is unable to determine whether you have alternative 
accommodation available to you that meets your needs.51

Once you have been approved for HAP, you are expected to stay in the 
same property for at least two years. However, you may be able to apply 
for a HAP for another property sooner due to a change in circumstances, 
e.g. a new job.  

Transfer
HAP is “deemed to be an appropriate form of social housing support”.  
Once you receive HAP, your housing needs are deemed to have been met 
and you are taken off the local authority’s housing list.52 The Department 
of Housing, Planning and Local Government’s Tenancy Information Leaflet 
states that if you are getting HAP, you will have access to other social 
housing supports offered by local authorities such as local authority 
housing or housing provided by Approved Housing Bodies. This is done 
through a transfer system rather than the standard housing list.53    

The information leaflet goes on to state that ‘as a HAP recipient, your 
likelihood of getting a different form of Social Housing Support is not 
affected by getting HAP’. Once you have been approved for HAP, you 
should immediately contact your local authority about applying for a 
transfer clarifying whether such an application needs to be made within a 46  Article 38 as set out in S.I. 412 of 2007

47  Section 43 of the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2017
48  Circular Housing 31/2016 Department Housing, Environment and Local Government.  
49  Housing Assistance Payment (Amendment)(No.3) Regulations 2016, S.I. 354/2016
50  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, Sections 39(b) and 41 and Housing  

(Standards for Rented Houses) Regulations 2017 (SI 17/2017)

51  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, s49(2)(e).
52  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, s37.
53  http://hap.ie/uploads/files/pdf/tenants-booklet-english.pdf
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certain period of time and confirming that any time spent on the housing 
list before you entered HAP will be taken into account, when your local 
authority considers your application. There is no statutory period for 
applying to be placed on the transfer list. Therefore, if you are informed 
that you are outside the time period and you lose your previous waiting 
time, you should seek legal advice.  

Under a housing circular,54 if you are on a local authority housing list in 
one area (the originating local authority) and want to seek a HAP tenancy 
in another area (the new local authority), you can do so on the condition 
that the income bands in the new local authority area are equal or higher 
to the income bands in the originating local authority area. If the income 
bands in the new local authority are lower, you will need to submit an 
application for social housing support to that new local authority unless 
it is an area that offers shared areas of choice in their scheme of letting 
priorities, e.g. Cork City and County Local Authority. You will continue 
to be dealt with by the originating local authority in accordance with 
their Differential Rent Scheme, their scheme of letting priorities and their 
transfer list. However, the rental limits which apply are those of the new 
local authority area. When your application for social housing support is 
accepted, you should ask for information on the rent limits in neighbouring 
new local authorities.

Review/Appeal
Section 48 of the Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014, when 
commenced, provides that you can seek to review a decision of a 
local authority in relation to HAP. Your request must be in writing and 
must outline the grounds of your appeal and include any relevant 
documentation. You must also confirm whether you wish to make an oral 
presentation. You must submit your review request within eight working 
days from the issuing of the decision and this can be extended to a 
maximum of sixteen days, in the case of extenuating circumstances.  

The reviewer must make their decision within ten days of his or her 
appointment or in the case of oral representations within 20 working days 
and must provide reasons in writing for their decision. Until section 48 is 
commenced, your only option is to seek an internal review of the decision 
and if appropriate, make a complaint to the Ombudsman or take a Judicial 
Review action in the High Court.

For further information, please see http://hap.ie/uploads/files/pdf/
tenants-booklet-english.pdf and http://hap.ie/uploads/files/pdf/hap-info-
leaflet-english.pdf

RENT SUPPLEMENT
The Rent Supplement scheme provides short-term income support to 
people living in private rented accommodation who are unable to provide 
for their accommodation costs. Rent Supplement payments are governed 
by the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection and 
provided under the Supplementary Welfare Allowance Scheme. Payments 
are made directly to you and you then pay your landlord.

Since the introduction of HAP, access to rent supplement is restricted 
to those who have a short-term housing need only. If you are receiving 
rent supplement over a certain period (eighteen months), you can be 
requested to apply for social housing support.55 If you fail to comply with 
this request within a specified period, you will no longer be entitled to rent 
supplement.56  

54  Housing Circular 15/2017.

55  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005, s198 (3G)(a)(i).
56  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005, s198 (3G)(a)(ii).
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Prior to in the introduction of HAP, you could qualify for rent supplement by 
successfully applying for social housing support. Since the introduction of 
HAP, if you have qualified for social housing support you will be directed to 
HAP and will only qualify for rent supplement if:57  

i. You are a tenant and were in receipt of a rent supplement payment 
immediately before making the application or were in receipt of a 
payment within the last twelve months, or

ii. You are a tenant and have been residing in private rented 
accommodation for a period of 183 days and you were in a position 
to pay at the start of the tenancy but due to a substantial change in 
circumstances are unable to pay now, or

iii. You have been residing in homeless accommodation for a period of 
183 days or in an institution for the same period.  In this case, if you 
have also qualified for social housing support, then you are obliged 
to apply for a HAP payment.

If you do not satisfy these qualifying conditions, you should be referred 
to your local authority and your eligibility for social housing support, 
including HAP will be assessed.  

There are a number of other qualifying conditions for rent supplement, 
for example, rent supplement will only be paid if the accommodation is 
suitable for your needs, you satisfy a means test and you are habitually 
resident in Ireland.  

You are not entitled to a rent supplement if you:58

•	Are	engaged	in	full	time	work,	defined	as	more	than	29	hours	per	
week, unless you have been deemed as eligible for the Rental 
Accommodation Scheme (RAS) by the local housing authority.  
There may be certain exceptions to this, e.g. if you have been 
unemployed or not in full-time employment for at least 12 months 
before starting work.

•	Have	a	spouse	or	partner	who	is	engaged	in	full	time	employment.
•	Are	living	in	accommodation	provided	by	a	local	authority.
•	Are	excluded	from	the	local	authority	housing	list.
•	Have	vacated	local	authority	accommodation	without	good	cause.
•	Have,	within	any	continuous	12	month	period,	refused	a	second	

offer of accommodation provided by either a local authority or an 
Approved Housing Body.

•	Are	not	lawfully	in	the	State.
•	Have	made	an	application	for	asylum	under	the	Refugee	Act	1996	

and such application is awaiting final decision by the Minister for 
Justice and Equality.

As with HAP, you must source your own accommodation and the property 
must be within the rent supplement limits. These limits depend on your 
household size and the area in which you live.59 While these limits were 
increased on 1 July 2016, due to the shortage of housing, it is still difficult 
to source accommodation within the rent supplement limits. The rent 
limits do not apply if you have four or more children and your rent will be 
assessed in line with what is just and proper having regard to the nature, 
character and location of the property. The Community Welfare Service 
has statutory, discretionary power to increase a rent supplement payment, 
for example, if you are in danger of homelessness.60 

It also should be noted that Rent Supplement can be terminated where 
the landlord fails to supply the department with a tax reference number or 
if the property does not meet certain minimum standards.  

57  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005, s198 (3FA).
58  Department of Social Protection-Operational Guidelines Rent Supplement-2/3/2017

59  The current maximum rent limits are set out in Social Welfare (Consolidated Supplementary 
Welfare Allowance) (Amendment) (No.1) (Rent Supplement) Regulations 2016 (S.I. No 340 of 
2016). This is subject to change and the current limits should be checked.

60  Article 38, SI 412/2007.
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You can seek a revision of a negative decision on rent supplement by a 
Deciding Officer on the basis of new evidence or on a point of law.61 You 
can also seek to appeal a negative decision on Rent Supplement.  
To do this, you must set out the grounds of appeal in writing, to the Social 
Welfare Appeals Office within 21 days of the date of the decision. If this 
appeal is unsuccessful, you can seek a revision of the decision of the 
Appeals Officer on the grounds of new evidence or facts62 or a review by 
the Chief Appeals Officer on the grounds that an error was made in law or 
on the facts.63

4. A RENTAL ACCOMMODATION AVAILABILITY AGREEMENT 
(‘RAAA’) UNDER THE RENTAL ACCOMMODATION SCHEME (‘RAS’).
A local authority may enter into an agreement with a private landlord 
who will then let the property for a specified period time to a ‘qualified 
tenant’.64 This is known as a Rental Accommodation Availability Agreement 
(RAAA). However, these agreements are becoming less common and it 
is intended that the HAP scheme will eventually replace the RAS in its 
entirety.  

The Rental Accommodation Scheme (RAS) is a social housing support 
scheme to meet the accommodation needs of people in receipt of long-
term rent support, i.e. 18 months or more.

Local authorities are responsible for the management and administration 
of RAS and they make the decision as to whether or not you are eligible 
for the scheme. 

If you are accepted on to RAS, although you enter into a tenancy 
agreement with the landlord, the local authority will pay rent directly 

to the landlord on your behalf and no deposit will be required. You will 
pay a contribution towards this rent directly to the local authority. This 
contribution is calculated in accordance with your income. One of the 
benefits of RAS is that you can take up full time employment and remain 
on the scheme.

The landlord is responsible for maintenance and repairs of the property 
which must meet minimum standards for private rented accommodation.65 
The landlord must hold a current tax clearance certificate and is also 
required to register the tenancy with the Residential Tenancies Board and 
must comply with the requirements set out in the Residential Tenancies 
Act 2004, as amended.  

While Rent Supplement is designed to be a short-term, temporary means 
of support, RAS is a longer-term option. People on Rent Supplement are 
still on the ‘record of qualified households’ and can be offered a tenancy 
in a local authority property. It appears that those on RAS remain on the 
‘record of qualified households’ but may be considered to be adequately 
housed while the RAS contract is ongoing. This is unclear and should be 
checked with your local authority.

It is intended that the Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) will eventually 
replace RAS. While you cannot transfer from RAS to HAP, you should 
contact your local authority to see if they will allow you to apply for a 
derogation from this rule.

61  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005, s301.
62  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005, s317.
63  Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act 2005, s318.
64  Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2009, s24 

(Please note this section has yet to be commenced although RAS are operating in practice). 65  In line with the Housing (Standards for Rented Houses) Regulations 2017, SI 17/2017.
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YOUR RIGHTS

1. You are entitled to access all information held concerning you by 
the local authority, under the Freedom of Information Act 2014. 

This legislation gives three basic rights:  
	 •	a	right	to	access	records	held	by	public	bodies	(section	11	–	request		

  is made under s12);
	 •	a	right	to	have	personal	information	in	a	record	amended	where	it		

  is incomplete, incorrect or misleading (section 9); and
	 •	a	right	to	obtain	reasons	for	decisions	affecting	the	person	 

  (section 10).

 If you who wish to avail of these rights, you should make a request 
in writing to the information officer at your local authority, giving as 
much information as you can about the records you want. Requests 
for personal information under the Freedom of Information Acts are 
free. This request should include your personal details such as your 
name, account number and date of birth and you should make it 
clear that you are requesting the information under the Freedom of 
Information Acts. Alternatively, you can fill in an application form. 
The form can be found on the Freedom of Information website. Once 
a request has been made, the local authority has a duty to send the 
relevant information within 4 weeks. If they fail to do this within 
this period, you may treat this as a refusal and appeal to the person 
responsible for internal appeals.

 
 In some situations, the local authority is allowed to not provide the 

information requested, e.g. for confidentiality reasons. If you are not 
happy with the decision, you can appeal to a more senior member 
of staff within the local authority and if you are not satisfied with 
his, you can lodge an appeal with the Office of the Information 
Commissioner. 

2. The right to appeal internally.  
 If you are unhappy with a decision of a local authority, you are 

entitled to appeal it. Local authorities will have their own internal 
appeals mechanism which you can find out about by contacting 
their customer service team. 

3. The right to appeal a decision to refuse Rent Supplement/HAP.  
 You can appeal a decision in relation to the refusal of rent 

supplement to the Social Welfare Appeals Office within 21 days of 
the date of the decision. There is a review mechanism in relation 
to HAP decisions, which has not yet commenced.  When it does 
commence, applications must be made within eight working days.

4. The right to make a complaint to the Ombudsman. 
 If you are unhappy with the response of the local authority to the 

appeal or complaint, you may make a complaint to the Ombudsman 
or in relevant cases, the Ombudsman for Children. The Ombudsman 
will investigate complaints made about local authorities and public 
bodies. A complaint may only be taken to the Ombudsman if you 
have already complained to the local authority and you should be 
able to find the local authority’s complaints policy on its website. 
You should complain to the Ombudsman as soon as possible but not 
later than 12 months after the action you want to complain about 
happened or you became aware of it happening. If the Ombudsman 
decides that you were ‘adversely affected’ by the actions of the 
body in question, they will make recommendations as to what 
should be done. They may ask the local authority to review what it 
has done, change its decision or offer an appropriate remedy such 
as an explanation, an apology or financial compensation. Under 
the Disabilities Act 2005, the Ombudsman has special power to 
investigate complaints regarding the treatment of people with 
disabilities.
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5. The right to seek redress before the Courts.  
 You can also seek redress before the Courts in certain situations.  

Such proceedings will generally have to be pursued through the 
High Court. This can be costly and you should seek legal advice 
before doing this.  Depending on the nature of the case, the High 
Court can make orders directing or prohibiting certain actions 
under judicial review and injunction applications. The Court can also 
declare legislation unconstitutional or in breach of the European 
Convention on Human Rights.

6. The right of children who are homeless to adequate shelter.  
 The HSE has an obligation under s5 of the Child Care Act 1991 to take 

reasonable steps to provide suitable accommodation for children 
who are homeless. It is unclear what, if any, rights the constitutional 
amendment (Article 42A) on the rights of the child will have on the 
housing rights of children.

7. The right to fair procedures in any application to the local 
authority for accommodation and support. 

 This is required under the Constitution and the European Convention 
on Human Rights (ECHR). In their dealings with tenants, local 
authorities have to be fair and must give a proper opportunity to be 
heard.

8. The right not to be directly or indirectly discriminated against in 
relation to access to housing or other services on the grounds of 
gender, marital status, family status, sexual orientation, religion, 
age, disability, race, membership of the Traveller Community or 
housing assistance. 

 This is provided for by the Equal Status Acts 2000-2015 and includes 
an obligation on the local authority to do all that is reasonable to 
accommodate the needs of persons with disabilities. In relation 
to the ‘Housing Assistance’ ground, if you are in receipt of rent 

supplement, housing assistance payments or other social welfare 
payments, you cannot be discriminated against in relation to the 
provision of accommodation or related services or amenities.66 For 
further information, please see CLM’s Guide on taking a case under 
the Equal Status Acts.67

9. Rights under the European Convention on Human Rights.  
 Local authorities are public bodies and as such, are required under 

section 3 of the ECHR Act 2003 to act in a manner compatible with 
the ECHR. Your rights under the Convention, and indeed under the 
ECHR Act 2003 include the right to privacy, right to a fair hearing, 
right to a private and family life, freedom from discrimination and 
freedom from inhuman and degrading treatment.

Note on Time Limits
If you are considering appealing a decision in relation to HAP 
or rent supplement, taking a complaint to the Ombudsman 
or Workplace Relations Commission or taking a legal action 
such as Judicial Review to the High Court, you should seek 
legal advice immediately as there are very strict time limits, 
some of which are as short as eight working days in the case 
of a HAP review.  

66  Equality (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2015, s13.
67  You will find this on CLM’s website www.communitylawandmediation.ie in the Resources 

section under Publications or at http://www.communitylawandmediation.ie/_fileupload/
Policy%20Work/CLM%20Equal%20Status%20Manual%20-%20Digital%20Copy.pdf
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WHERE TO GO FOR HELP?

COMMUNITY LAW & MEDIATION
Address: Dublin: Northside Civic Centre, Bunratty Road, Coolock, Dublin 17.
Limerick: Limerick Social Service Centre, Henry Street, Limerick
Tel: Dublin: (01) 847 7804/
Limerick: (061) 536100
Fax: Dublin (01) 847 7563/Limerick: (061) 536101
Email: info@communitylawandmediation.ie
Website: www.communitylawandmediation.ie 

FLAC FREE LEGAL ADVICE CENTRES
Address: 13 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1, Ireland
Tel: Legal Information & Referral Lines: 1890 350 250 / (01) 874 5690 
Fax: (01) 8745320
Website: www.flac.ie 

MERCY LAW RESOURCE CENTRE  
Address: 25 Cork Street, Dublin 8, Ireland
Tel: (01) 453 7459
Fax: (01) 453 7455
Email: info@mercylaw.ie
Website: www.mercylaw.ie 

BALLYMUN COMMUNITY LAW CENTRE
Address: Unit 1A Shangan Neighbourhood Centre, Shangan Road, 
Ballymun, Dublin 9
Tel: (01) 862 5805
Email: info@bclc.ie
Website: www.bclc.ie

THRESHOLD 
Visit Threshold’s website to find details of your nearest advice centre
Tel: 1800 454 454 (Freephone helpline)
Website: www.threshold.ie

OMBUDSMAN 
Address: 18 Lower Leeson Street, Dublin 2
Tel: 1890 223030
Fax: (01) 639 5674
Email: ombudsman@ombudsman.ie
Website: www.ombudsman.ie

CITIZENS INFORMATION CENTRES 
Visit centres.citizensinformation.ie to find details of your nearest  
Citizen’s Information Centre. 
Tel: 0761 07 4000 
(Citizens Information Phone Service) 
Website: www.citizensinformationboard.ie

MONEY ADVICE AND BUDGETING SERVICE (MABS) 
Visit the MABS’ website to find details of your nearest MABS office. 
Tel: 0761 07 2000 (MABS helpline) 
Website: www.mabs.ie

LEGAL AID BOARD 
Visit the Legal Aid Board’s website to find details of your nearest  
Law Centre
Tel: 1890 615 200 (Head Office)
Fax: (066) 947 1035 (Head Office)
Email: info@legalaidboard.ie (Head Office)
Website: www.legalaidboard.ie
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OFFICE OF THE INFORMATION COMMISSIONER 
Address: 18 Lower Leeson Street, Dublin 2
Tel:1890 253238
Fax: (01) 639 5674
Email: info@oic.gov.ie
Website: www.oic.ie 

LOCAL AUTHORITY ASSESSMENT AND PLACEMENT SERVICE 
Address: 6-9 Conygham Road, Dublin 8
Tel: 1800 707 707
Email: homeless@dublincity.ie
Website: www.homelessdublin.ie

IRISH COUNCIL FOR SOCIAL HOUSING
50 Merrion Square East
Dublin 2
Ireland 
Tel: (01) 661 8334 
Fax: (01) 661 0320 
Email: info@icsh.ie
Website: http://www.icsh.ie 

CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING IRELAND
Co-operative House
33 Lower Baggot Street
Dublin 2
Ireland 
Tel: (01) 661 2877 or (01) 661 0324 
Fax: (01) 661 4462 
Homepage: http://www.nabco.ie/ 
Email: admin@nabco.ie

GLOSSARY
APPROVED HOUSING BODY (AHB): Also known as, “housing 
associations”, AHB’s are independent, not-for-profit organisations. They 
provide affordable rented housing for people who cannot afford to pay 
private sector rents or buy their own homes, or for particular groups, such 
as older people or homeless people.

CHOICE-BASED LETTING (CBL): A scheme which enables applicants 
for social housing to make decisions about where they live and the type 
of tenancy they hold (e.g. whether accommodation is provided by a 
local authority, an approved housing body or a private landlord). Local 
authorities usually advertise homes available to let to eligible housing 
applicants on their Choice Based Letting Website.

CODE OF CONDUCT ON MORTGAGE ARREARS 2013 (CCMA): A Central 
Bank Code that sets out the rules that Lenders must follow in dealing 
with Borrowers who are in arrears with the mortgage on their primary 
residence.

CONSTITUTION: Bunreacht na hÉireann (the Irish Constitution) is the 
fundamental legal document that sets out how Ireland must be governed 
and the rights of Irish citizens.

COMMUNITY WELFARE SERVICE: Community Welfare Services are 
provided by Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection’s 
representatives. They are based in health centres or DEASP offices and 
are responsible for the day-to-day administration of the Supplementary 
Welfare Allowance Scheme. Supplementary Welfare Allowance is a weekly 
allowance paid to people who do not have enough income to meet their 
needs and those of their families.
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COURT ORDER: A court order is a legal document or proclamation in 
which a court makes a specific direction or declaration (e.g. that an 
individual perform a specific act or refrain from doing a specific act, that 
the parties to a court hearing return to court on a specific date, that an 
individual is entitled as a matter of law to a specific remedy). Failure to 
abide by the terms of a court order can result in an individual being held 
in contempt of court, which may result in a fine or imprisonment being 
imposed by the court.

COURT ORDER FOR POSSESSION: An order of the court, which allows a 
lender to take possession of your property.

DIFFERENTIAL RENT SCHEME: This is a basis for the calculation of local 
authority rent - your rent is based on your ability to pay. It is based on 
a percentage of your income and allows deductions in rent for each 
dependant. Your Local Authority may have a minimum and/or maximum 
rent depending on the size of your home. The minimum rent is usually 
based on the basic social welfare rate of payment.

EMERGENCY ACCOMMODATION/ 
EMERGENCY HOMELESS ACCOMMODATION: Hostels are the main form of 
emergency accommodation provided for single homeless people. Private 
emergency accommodation (such as bed and breakfasts or hotels) are 
used for people for whom hostel accommodation is not suitable, due 
to the size or composition of the household or to particular medical or 
social needs. Family hubs are group accommodation units specifically for 
homeless families looking for permanent accommodation. They aim to 
provide cooking, cleaning and on-site support services for families.

EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (ECHR): an international 
treaty to protect human rights and political freedoms in Europe. The 
European Convention on Human Rights Act 2003 implements the 
provisions of the ECHR in Irish law and requires public bodies to act in a 
manner that is compatible with the rights established by the Convention.

EQUAL STATUS ACTS: The Equal Status Acts prohibit discrimination in the 
provision of goods and services on ten specified grounds. Those grounds 
are gender, civil status, family status, race, sexual orientation, religion, age, 
disability, membership of the travelling community and receipt of housing 
assistance in the provision of accommodation. 

HOUSING ASSISTANCE PAYMENT (HAP): Housing Assistance Payment is 
a form of social housing support for people who have a long-term housing 
need. HAP will eventually replace long-term Rent Supplement. HAP has 
been rolled out on a phased basis and, with effect from 1 March 2017, is 
now available in all local authority areas throughout the State.

JUDICIAL REVIEW: A means by which the High Court can examine the 
lawfulness of the decision-making process undertaken by public bodies 
and lower courts, that is, how the decision was made and the fairness of it.

LOCAL AUTHORITY: Also known as city or county councils, local 
authorities (or housing authorities) are the main providers of social 
housing for people who cannot afford to buy their own homes.

OFFICE OF THE INFORMATION COMMISSIONER: The Office of the 
Information Commissioner is a body established by law which carries out 
independent reviews of decisions taken by public bodies on Freedom of 
Information requests.

OMBUDSMAN: The Office of the Ombudsman examines complaints from 
people who feel they have been unfairly treated by most organisations 
that deliver public services.

OMBUDSMAN FOR CHILDREN: The Ombudsman for Children a statutory 
office established under the Ombudsman for Children Act 2002. The main 
functions of the Office are to promote the rights and welfare of children 
and young people up to 18 years old and to investigate complaints made 
by children or on behalf of children against public bodies, schools and 
hospitals. 
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PERSONAL INSOLVENCY PRACTITIONER: A person authorised by the 
Insolvency Service of Ireland who can liaise between an individual who 
is in debt and their creditors (i.e. the persons/organisations to whom the 
individual owes money) in relation to a personal insolvency arrangement 
or debt settlement arrangement.

PRIVATE RENTED ACCOMMODATION: An agreement whereby a payment 
(rent) is made for the temporary residential use of a property owned by 
a private individual or organisation (landlord). There is usually a written 
rental agreement or contract involved to specify the terms of the rental, 
which is regulated and managed under the Residential Tenancies Act 
2004.

PRIVATE RENTED ACCOMMODATION SUPPORT: Social housing support 
provided through the HAP scheme.

RENTAL ACCOMMODATION AVAILABILITY AGREEMENT (RAAA): 
This is where a local authority enters into a contract with a private 
accommodation provider to secure the medium to long-term availability 
of private rental accommodation for RAS.

RENTAL ACCOMMODATION SCHEME (RAS): A scheme run by local 
authorities. Under RAS, the local authority draw up contracts with 
landlords to provide housing for an agreed term for people with a long-
term housing need. The local authority pays the rent directly to the 
landlord. You may continue to contribute to your rent but you pay this 
contribution to your local authority, not to your landlord.

RENT CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT: An agreement entered into with the 
Local Authority once an individual has been approved for the HAP scheme 
which sets out the rent contribution payable by that individual to the Local 
Authority.

RENT SUPPLEMENT: Rent Supplement is a means-tested payment for 
certain people living in private rented accommodation who cannot 
provide for the cost of their accommodation from their own resources. 
In the past, you could apply for Rent Supplement if you were qualified 
for social housing support and were on the local authority’s housing 
list. However, people in this situation should now apply for the Housing 
Assistance Payment (HAP).

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES BOARD (RTB): The RTB is an agency of 
Government with statutory powers. The purpose of RTB is to support the 
rental housing market and to provide a way to resolve disputes between 
landlords and tenants. 

SCHEME OF LETTING PRIORITIES: A local authority’s list of rules about 
areas of choice for housing. Social Housing Support: Social housing 
support describes the arrangements which a local authority can make to 
address your housing needs, which include the provision of social housing 
and the assistance of this provision by the local authorities.

SOCIAL WELFARE APPEALS OFFICE: This Office aims to provide 
an independent, accessible and fair appeals service with regard to 
entitlement to social welfare payments. The Office is headed by a Chief 
Appeals Officer and has its own Appeals Officers who make decisions on 
appeals.

WORKPLACE RELATIONS COMMISSION (WRC): The Workplace Relations 
Commission is a body established by law which handles all industrial 
relations and employment law disputes and claims of discrimination under 
the Equal Status Acts.
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